Increasing number of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have recently been recognised as a new generation of emerging porous photocatalysts in photocatalysis and photoelectrocatalysis, since their intrinsic coordination structure between the metal cluster and organic ligands offers MOFs great flexibility to tune their semiconducting property for enhanced light harvesting. In order to improve their performance substantially and achieve widespread application of MOF photocatalysts, it is necessary to develop effective synthesis strategies and understand their semiconducting crystal structure, photocatalytic mechanism in depth. This chapter firstly provides a brief introduction of the MOF materials; this chapter addresses the crystallinity, porosity and electronic semiconducting structures that are essential in solar energy conversion. Established and innovative syntheses strategies of MOFs are then categorised and illustrated, followed by various characterisations techniques applied to investigate their structural and semiconducting properties (band structure and charge transfer), including X-ray Diffraction XRD, small angle X-ray Diffraction SAXRD, adsorption/desorption, UVVis, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), extended fine Auger structures (EXFAS), inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR)TEM and electrochemical measurements. The photocatalytic and photoelectrocatalytic application of MOFs are introduced addressing their unique photocatalytic mechanism. The perspectives of MOF photocatalysts are finally presented to encourage the future development. The content of this chapter suits the users including beginners, postgraduates and professionals.
Introduction

General introduction
In the late 1990s, the discovery of a new type of porous compounds has appealed great attention due to the potential these materials exhibited in advanced technological applications. These compounds, termed porous coordination polymers (PCPs) or more commonly, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), result from the combination of two distinct disciplines, organic and inorganic chemistry, which form open frameworks. MOFs are well known to possess large surface areas due to ultrahigh porosity with the size of their pores ranging from the micro-to mesoporous regime. As shown in Figure 1 , the structures of MOFs are composed of organic ligands (referred to as linkers) and metal clusters that serve as connecters. Due to a high degree of variability for both the inorganic and organic components, there is a large library of aesthetically pleasing structures that have been shown to be of potential use in applications such as clean energy storage (methane and hydrogen) [1] , CO 2 capture and sequestration and various separation processes [2] [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, MOFs use in thin film devices [6, 7] , biomedical imaging, light harvesting, optical luminescence [8, 9] and catalysis [10, 11] is also gaining importance. By definition, two secondary building units (SBUs) are involved in the formation of a crystalline MOF structure. The first SBU is the organic linker, which may be ditopic (having two types of coordinative functionalities), tritopic (three types) or polytopic (more than three types). The second SBU is a metal atom, a finite polyatomic inorganic cluster with two or more metal atoms, or an infinite inorganic unit such as an infinite periodic rod of metal atoms. Metal-containing SBUs are generated in situ and can be predesigned as a result of the judicious choice of reaction conditions (solvent system, temperature, molar concentration, pH). The shapes of SBUs are defined by their points of extension (connectivity with organic linker SBU) and can be described as a polyhedron, polygon or infinite rod. By contrast, organic linkers are preformed to a custom shape. The aesthetic chemistry of MOFs depends on combination of given metal secondary building unit with variety of organic SBUs. In particular, the organic linker may have the same topology, but a different metric, and may yield an isoreticular series of structures with the same basic net. As organic compounds are quite flexible, it is important to properly identify all vertices and edges along with the point of extension. The components of MOFs are linked by coordination bonds and some other weak interactions (pi-electron, H-bond or Van der Waals interaction), which provide more flexibility to crystalline material and add to the usefulness of MOFs among porous materials. Modelling of a targeted structure with desirable properties and functions represents the eternal goal for material chemists. Therefore, first point is to comprehend the underlying geometric principles involved in MOFs crystal formation. The reverse engineering approach is used by some researchers by which crystal structure of MOFs are deconstructed into core topological nets, and helps in laying a foundation for subsequent description and designing of crystal structure of other MOFs [12] . The advancement in synthetic techniques now allows researchers to design novel and flexible porous crystalline materials by utilising the compounds and structural topologies.
which contain guest molecules in their cavities. The description is therefore not applicable to frameworks in which the solvent molecules cannot be removed or exchanged, when describing novel MOFs which have been characterised by X-ray crystallography alone. Materials which incorporate significantly disordered, free solvent molecules which flow uninterrupted through the empty spaces of the framework can be considered as open frameworks, although the ease with which these molecules can flow out of the structure must first be determined. An evaluation of the host structure prior to and after the elimination of guest molecules is frequently used to determine the stability of MOF. In addition, the ability of a compound to retain its porosity in the absence of guest incorporation was observed in 1997 using a gas sorption procedure under ambient conditions. The novel porous compounds that MOFs represented were shown to have reversible gas storage properties and rapidly garnered a significant degree of interest. The depth of existing literature on MOFs is testament to the research which has since been carried out on these compounds, and indicates the considerable potential and new approaches that have been implemented in the design of novel and valuable MOF materials. 
Ultrahigh surface area MOFs
Extensive surface area, the result of low density and a porous structure, is a characteristic of MOFs. A three-dimensional (cubic), porous MOF was synthesised from Zn 4 O clusters linked with terephthalate [Zn 4 O (terephthalate) 3 ] (MOF-5) in 1999 [22] , and BET was used to calculate the surface area of the resulting compound, 3800 m formed a structural motif template for the preparation of a number of other porous compounds, a strategy which was further expanded to the design of essential frameworks. Other similar frameworks of high porosity are [Zn 4 , respectively, as determined by BET [24, 25] . Network interpenetration during the self-assembly process represents a significant limitation to structural expansion, restricting a large surface area; this issue can be circumvented using small modifications of network topology design. However, as long as the porosity of single network goes over 50%, 3D networks show more susceptibility to interpenetration, which can be eliminated, however, by using an approach in which a small side group is incorporated into a single network, thus decreasing porosity. Interpenetration can therefore be avoided through partial inhibition of the coordination network, while retaining the porosity of the final crystal. Pillared-layer-type MOF structures, for example, are largely considered non-interpenetrated as one of the three dimensions is inhibited by considerably dense layers. MOFs of adequate porosity pore size and surface can be synthesised by pillar ligands by using an appropriately layered structure format that includes coordinatively unsaturated sites. The stratification of unsaturated metal sites throughout the layer determines the pillar ligand layout. Informal pillared-layer structures (PLS), in which short pillars are used to constrain two of the three dimensions, are a class of porous MOF synthesised from porous layers with short pillars. Comparatively long bipyridyl ligands in [M 2 (bdc) 2 (bpy)] frameworks with unsymmetrical pcu topologies, for instance, can lead to interpenetration; however, interpenetration does not take place if the pillar ligand is sufficiently small, even where the dicarboxylate ligand is overly long [26, 27] . That the 3D structure arises from layer formation in the first step and their subsequent interconnection by pillars is suggested by the term 'pillared-layer'; as the entire process (from self-assembly to crystallisation) takes place in a single pot reaction, it is therefore difficult to study. The potential exists for an individual single-layered structure to be formed through a more judicious choice of non-bridged ligand over pillared ligand. A unique incidence of the isolation of a hypothetical monolayer and pillared double layer through the preparation of pillared-layer MOFs has been reported [28] .
The application of mixed ligand systems to generate porous frameworks can often be a more appropriate strategy for the design of compounds with large surface areas. Zn 4 O clusters linked to a pair of separate ligands, for instance, comprise the Zn 4 O(t 2 dc)(btb) 4/3 (UMCM-2) (t 2 dc = thieno-3,2-bithiophene-2,5-dicarboxylate) compound [29] , in which micro pores were shown to be tightly dispersed at 1.4-1.6 and at 1.6-1.8 nm with a mesopore at 2.4-3.0 nm and BET surface area of 5200 m . The Zn 4 O cluster is replaced with chromium in an alternative framework, and connected with a terephthalate ligand [Cr 3 F(H 2 O)O(bdc) 3 ] (MIL-101) to produce a trimer composed of three chromium cations and μ 3 O oxygen anions [30] . A pair of cages, 1.2 and 1.45 nm in diameter, give rise to the pores, and the compound exhibits a BET surface area of 4100 m Increased aqueous (and other chemical) stability is observed for this structure compared with those incorporating Zn 4 O clusters, and its stability and adaptability allow it to be implemented post-synthesis and for hybridisation with other materials [31] . [32] . A number of alternative isostructures have also been synthesised, with the aim of generating an even greater surface area through the use of hexatopic carboxylate.
MOFs with Lewis acid frameworks
Of significant importance are frameworks featuring guest interaction sites, particularly those with unsaturated metal sites due to their application in the storage of CO 2 , H 2 and other gases. HKUST-1 [Cu 3 (btc) 2 .n(H 2 O)] MOF, consisting of Cu 2 paddle wheel units connected with benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid, represents one of the earliest examples of this type of framework containing unsaturated metal sites, as shown in Figure 4 [33] . The resulting threedimensional network displays thermal stable materials with 1 nm pore size. Applicable in gas storage and heterogeneous catalysis, the axial sites of Cu 2+ are accountable for incorporating guest molecules [34, 35] . Comparable motif and chromium analogues arise when metals (e.g., W, Fe) are alternatively used, displaying oxygen adsorption with type 1 isotherm at an ambient temperature at which adsorption takes place at low pressures [36] [37] [38] . Reversible chemisorption with inconsequential nitrogen uptake is similarly exhibited by the redox-active Cr centres.
In a comparable manner, a further category of frameworks with unsaturated metal cores are represented by M 2 (dhtp) (H 4 dhtp = 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid, M = Mg, Mn, Zn, Co) [39, 40] . Mg 2 (dhtp), one member of this category, displays a significant uptake of CO 2 (almost 35.2 wt%, at 1 atm and 298 K) which is attributable to the strong interaction of oxygen with metal and the low weight of the framework [41] . Exhibiting a high degree of hydrophilicity and acceptable stability, the compound is a biocompatible material and can be used to trap not only CO 2 but also other gases such as NO [42] . 3 ] (MIL-101), the aforementioned MOF with high porosity, has the additive benefit of large pores which facilitate effective substrate diffusion during heterogeneous catalysis [43, 44] . Following complete expulsion of the coordinating guest, the unsaturated sites are replenished and an organic linker can be further included into the unsaturated metal cores [45] . The addition of strong Lewis sites to the framework is challenging when using a self-assembly approach, although high design flexibility may provide a template for multifunctional catalysts. The implementation of post-synthetic procedures is a valuable approach for incorporating unsaturated metal sites into the framework and may also be applied to the addition of functional groups to MOFs with satisfactory outcomes for catalysis or other purposes.
Soft porous MOFs with flexible framework
With respect to structural flexibility and dynamic attributes, the soft properties of MOFs are described in the existing literature to date. Where porous compounds forfeit their porous structure following guest expulsion, porous compounds which can incorporate guest material can nonetheless be determined. These compounds are classed as soft porous materials and display some important and unique characteristics [46] [47] [48] , although their adsorption isotherm is frequently variable as a result of dynamic guest accommodation properties and therefore cannot be determined using the standard International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classification [49] . A gate-opening behaviour, in case no initial uptake of guest molecules to a specific concentration is observed, is a feature of soft porous materials; upon attaining the threshold concentration, a sudden increase in adsorption behaviour is observed which is linked with the structural change from the non-porous to the porous phase. Compound softness is extremely sensitive to the gas species to be incorporated, a characteristic of value in gas separation. 2D materials can usually be transformed in a straightforward manner upon guest accommodation, and a distinguishing composition of soft porous materials featuring gate type sorption has been reported [50] . 2D materials with interdigitated layers are specifically relevant, given that interlayer relationships can be modified by careful adjustment of the groups to be interdigitated. Upon guest incorporation, numerous chemical compounds displaying this behaviour have been described, all featuring a characteristic transformation [51] .
A category of coordination polymers with interdigitated structures which incorporate zinc [Zn(bpy)(C 5 H 6 O 4 )] (CID-1) and further illustrate the nature of these materials have been described [52, 53] . V-shaped dicarboxylate, 4,4′-bipyridyl and dipositive metal units comprise the 2D layer, and the gate-type sorption function is significantly modulated by the effect of interactions between various carboxylate ligands and the subsequent layers. CO 2 gas, the partitioning of which from the CO 2 -CH 4 mixture is partly facilitated by the flexible nature of the structure, can be easily emitted with low energy consumption, given that the separation of CO 2 requires only structural flexibility without the need for strong interactions. The process can therefore be considered to differ significantly from standard separation strategies that use strong binding energies. This flexibility is not only being attributable to the 2D structures as 3D porous frameworks also feature intrinsic flexibility. [Al(bdc)(OH)] (MIL-53), displaying diamond shaped 1D channels, is an example of this type of framework [54] . Al-OH-Al units are used to link one of the axes, and the Al-O-Al bond angle can be modified by guest sorption. Material softness can be attributed to elements such as rotatable single bonds, bond reorientation and weak supramolecular interactions, and a significant effect on the general properties of the porous structure can arise from even a minor variation in bond angle/distance. Flexible frameworks also discard a long range ordered arrangement so that amorphous or quasi amorphous phases develop. Al(bdc-OH)x exhibits selective adsorption of p-xylene isomers and in drug delivery applications as a result of its guest-mediated flexibility [55, 56] . Rearrangement of network topologies and orientation in local bonds contribute in parallel to the flexibility of MOFs. Interpenetrated frameworks, with respect to network rearrangement, can sometimes display soft material properties as a result of adjacent network rearrangement. [Zn 2 (bdc) 2 (bpy)] (MOF-508), which is found in both open and closed forms according to the relative network position, is an example of a compound with twofold symmetry [57] . The type of guest molecule determines the change from the closed to the open form, a trait of value in the separation of pentane and hexane branched and linear isomers. The characterisation of guest molecules can be facilitated by the sensitivity displayed by this type of flexible MOF, the application of which in industrial gas separation is the subject of additional research.
Potential applications of MOFs
The highly periodic and crystalline nature of MOFs can be readily revealed by their crystal structures, a useful evaluation when determining structure-property relationships. When incorporating guest molecules into the framework, however, their subsequent removal may lead to structural collapse as a result of weak coordination bonds, unlike the stronger covalent bonds observed in standard adsorbent compounds. MOF structure becomes distorted upon exposure to heat and guest removal, suggesting that the compound do not exhibit true crystallinity. Given that a rigid, highly thermostable framework is considered of functional value [58] , several MOFs with stability up to 300 or 400°C (and even 500°C) have been developed, rendering them suitable for the majority of applications. Although heat resistant, these compounds have other limitations including chemical instability in the presence of moisture, as exhibited by carboxylate-based MOFs. Azolate-based frameworks (metal-azolate framework, MAFs), on the other hand, display suitably strong coordination bonding between the metal-azolate system and therefore show a greater degree of stability when exposed to heat or chemicals. MOFs can thus be considered suitable for novel practical applications as a result of these varied and singular structural characteristics.
Gas storage
The extensive surface area and significantly greater pore volume, compared with activated carbon, zeolites and other standard adsorbents, are notable features of MOFs that contribute to their value in gas storage. An adaptable and modifiable synthesis process in which various permutations of metal nodes and organic linkers give rise to multiple original compounds with affinities specific to different gases. A particularly high incorporation of gas has been observed in MOFs, which resulted in very large BET surface areas (up to 6000 m 2 /g) that have been formulated to date [59] . As a result of dispersive and repulsive interactions between gas molecules and framework atoms, MOFs can exhibit surface gas sorption. Modulation of the interactions of gas molecules with the surface of MOFs with the intent of optimising gas storage is the focus of much research, and can be achieved by incorporating unsaturated metal sites into the nodes [60] [61] [62] , by catenation of the framework [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] or by substitution of different functional groups of the organic linkers [68, 69] . It is only when the adsorption capacity is significantly greater than that of the empty container that the adsorbent is of value, and several MOFs that have a large pore volume adsorb substantial quantities of nitrogen at 77 K. Given that a greater volume of liquid nitrogen can be kept in empty container at the same temperature, these compounds are not of particular use. MOFs can also effectively adsorb CO 2 , although the readiness of CO 2 to liquefy also renders this property of little value. The storage of gases such as hydrogen, methane and acetylene, which are hard to be compressed, is thus a suitable application for MOFs.
Hydrogen storage
Given its high gravimetric energy density, low toxicity and formation of water upon oxidation, hydrogen is considered a valuable, more clean and high-energy fuel. Its extremely low boiling point and volumetric density of just 0.089 kg/m 3 , however, present major challenges to its storage. Although multiple approaches to this have been evaluated, none have proved suitable for practical purposes. Chemical absorption, one frequently implemented approach, is capable of high storage capacity; the process is not reversible, however, meaning that hydrogen release is significantly reduced. Porous MOFs, on the other hand, absorb hydrogen strongly [70, 71] , and some with ultrahigh surface area and porosity are capable of approaching the requirement of the department of energy (DOE) in the USA for H 2 storage which about 6.5 wt% and 45 g/L. However, as the enthalpy for physical adsorption is insufficiently low, these requirements are attainable only at relatively low temperatures (e.g., 77 K). Modulation of pore size, a key determinant of affinity, is one of several methods to increase the adsorption affinity of MOFs, despite the incompatibility of extremely small pore sizes with extensive surface areas in practical use. Application of unsaturated metal to the pore surfaces can significantly increase physical adsorption, but framework density is subsequently affected by such an increase in metal concentration.
Methane storage
An advantage of methane, an important fuel source and major component of natural gas, is that it burns in more clean manner compared to gasoline and exhibits a greater H 2 /C ratio compared to other non-renewable hydrocarbon [72] . Gasoline, however, has a volumetric energy density three times that of methane. Compounds capable of increasing the volumetric density of methane may therefore be beneficial in the transport of natural gas. Given its significantly higher boiling point compared with hydrogen, methane is readily absorbed by porous materials. By establishing a storage specification of 180 v/v (which certain highly porous MOFs are capable of attaining), the DOE encourages the research activities for developing new and unique materials for gas storage, particularly methane. An efficacious and porous framework, Cu 2 (adip), adip =5,50-(9,10-anthracenediyl)di-isophthalate, which is known as PCN-14, with a large Langmuir surface area approaching 2100 m pore volume and nanocage-type pores, as well as large aromatic rings on the pore surface. In addition to uptake, storage can be considered as the elimination or expulsion of gas, despite the primary research focus of raising the adsorption affinity of MOFs in order to optimise gas storage capacity. Adsorption levels measured between a pair of temperature or pressure coordinates, instead of at a single point, can be considered the effective storage capacity, and desorption can present challenges under conditions of elevated adsorption enthalpy. The peak storage value is known to occur at an adsorption enthalpy of 15.1 kJ mol −1 [74] , under standard type-1 hydrogen isotherm storage conditions between 1.5 and 35 bar and 298 K. The sudden decline in type-1 isotherms observed under low pressure conditions correlates to a significant level of adsorbate which cannot be desorbed. A high uptake of 48.3 gL 
Acetylene storage
Given its widespread application as an essential until in organic chemistry, the global production of acetylene approaches half a million tonnes annually [76] . Its transportation presents challenges, however, given its considerable instability and inability to be compressed above an explosive threshold of 2 bar, unlike hydrogen and methane. Furthermore, products such as benzene or vinylacetylene can be formed at higher concentrations of acetylene. A need therefore exists to formulate a comparably high surface area material without the corresponding high pressure requirements, and research into huge BET surface area adsorbents for low pressure acetylene desorption has thus been reported in the literature [77] [78] [79] . Zeolites, MOFs and other microporous compounds absorb relatively large amounts of acetylene, although their excessive desorption affinity limits desorption to below 1 bar. Type III and V isotherms exhibit superior storage capacity than type I, which typically retains an excess of guest molecules; these isotherms display a low adsorption capacity and affinity, however. By designing an appropriate pore surface structure and flexible framework, MOFs can be developed which exhibit lower affinity and optimum uptake difference at working temperatures [78] . For example, Zhang and Chen [78] reported that a metal azolate framework shows an increase of acetylene volumetric storage at 1 atm using 40-fold, while an analogue of MOF-505 exhibited exceptional storage capacity under ambient conditions [79] . 
Synthesis of MOFs
When implementing the range of strategies that can be used to generate MOFs, specific parameters must be taken into account in parallel with the geometric specifications of MOF design. One such parameter is building block integrity, which must not be compromised. To date, emphasis has been placed on developing new and original organic connections and the conditions most appropriate for sustaining group functionality and conformation, while remaining sufficiently reactive to form metal-organic bonds. Conditions must facilitate the conservation of linking units for synthesis which requires the in situ preparation of SBU, a process which can be achieved through precipitation of the product from the solution. This potential drawback can be circumvented by implementing a solvothermal strategy, given that solubility is an essential property of SBU. As the preparation of single crystals appropriate for single crystal analysis was originally the primary objective of MOF synthesis, earlier studies were therefore exploratory prior to the development of an adequate knowledge base. MOF design is typically influenced by intermolecular forces that limit predictability, as well as synthetic conditions which warrant optimisation to allow building units to be amassed in a specific manner. Minor adjustments in pH, solvent polarity, concentration or temperature have widely been associated with inferior quality crystals and even the formation of an entirely different phase. Crystals of optimum quality and maximum yield can be achieved under a low energy expenditure and acceptable time frame, with adequate comprehension of the optimised conditions.
Solvothermal synthesis
MOF can be successfully prepared using solvothermal and hydrothermal strategies, uncomplicated and well-established approaches which were adapted from zeolite synthesis and therefore remain in use today [82] . The process usually requires metal salt and carboxylic acid to be combined in an appropriate solvent, stoppered and incubated until the reaction is complete, after which the product crystallises out from the original solution. Given its extensive range of solubility, high boiling point and ability to serve as a weak base to deprotonate carboxylic acid, DMF is frequently designated the most suitable solvent for this purpose. Some benefits of using the solvothermal method over other, less simple approaches include the production of large crystals, ready scalability of synthesis and the capacity to use high throughput methods, and reaction efficiency can also be improved using microwave applications. However, this approach is limited by low product yield, extensive reaction times, and the need for high temperatures and toxic solvents such as Dimethylformamide (DMF) [83] .
Microwave assisted synthesis
This approach harnesses the interaction of electromagnetic waves with charged molecules of polar solvent molecules which hence facilitating a quicker reaction rate as well as improved particle size reduction, phase selectivity and controlling the morphology. The synthesis of MIL-101(Fe) was described by Lin et al. using DMF at 150°C, and a yield of 20% with particle size approaching 200 nm was reported [84] . Cr-MIL-101, an additional MOF of interest, has also been prepared using microwave heating at 210°C [85] . By raising the concentration of water or the pH value, crystal size can be reduced, as illustrated by research into reaction parameters which demonstrated that uniform crystals of 50 nm can be synthesised efficiently when optimised conditions are used. Using an analogous approach, Cr-MIL-101 of 100 nm in size was synthesised by Zhao et al. and applied to the adsorption of benzene up to 16.5 mmolg −1 at 288 K and 56 mbar [86] . Microwave helps to synthesise the materials at 95°C, and a reduced duration of 9 min has also been used to produce MOF-5 [87] ; the p-XRD pattern of which, apart from a smaller size of 5-25 μm, was similar to that produced using a solvothermal approach (where a size of almost 500 μm is typically obtained). Increased research focus on Zr-based MOFs is apparent as a result of their significant thermal and chemical stability [88] , a property which can be attributed to strong coordination interactions of high charge density zirconium (Zr(IV)) ions with oxygen component of organic linkers. A microwave-assisted solvothermal approach to prepare phase pure MIL-140 was described by Liang et al. in 2013 [89] , resulting in a superior compound with reduced preparation time than that required for conventional electric heating approaches. The generation of highly crystalline, prototype, octahedral-shaped crystals of UiO-66 with 1.26 wt.% H 2 storage capacity was developed by Ren et al. using a process which required as little as 5 min to complete [90] .
Vapour diffusion
A relatively straightforward approach for the preparation of MOF is vapour diffusion, requiring salt and acid ligand to be dissolved in a solvent like DMF and transferred to an open vessel surrounded by a volatile base such as triethylamine. This volatile base gradually diffuses into the reaction mixture where MOF synthesis is promoted by acid deprotonation, which causes the concentration of conjugate base of acidic ligand to increase. Given the prolonged diffusion rate and reaction time of this process, large crystals can be produced at ambient temperatures [91] . This approach was adopted by Wu et al. to produce [Pb(1,4-NDC)(DMF)] [91] by dissolving Pb(NO 3 ) 2 and H 2 -1,4-NDC (naphthalene dicarboxylate) in DMF in one vessel, situated within a second vessel in which triethylamine was also dissolved in DMF. Steady growth of MOF crystals resulted from the prolonged diffusion of triethylamine from the outer to the inner container.
Gel crystallisation
Gel crystallisation, an advantageous approach to the synthesis of MOF, requires a gelling agent to be added to the reaction mixture, thus decreasing the rate of diffusion and subsequently the rate of framework formation by increasing the viscosity of the solution. Using this strategy, Tuikka et al. [92] synthesised [Ba 2 (O 3 P(CH 2 ) 3 PO 3 )]. 3 H 2 O MOF by initially dissolving the metal salt, barium(II) chloride, in water and a gelling agent (tetramethoxysilane). The mixture was thoroughly mixed before being used to produce a gel, upon which layers of ethanediphosphonic acid in aqueous solution were prepared and incubated for a period of 3 weeks. Although this process requires a considerable amount of time, with additional separation stages necessary to purify the product, crystals of a reasonably large size can be produced using this method.
Solventless synthesis
MOF preparation requires the use of relatively toxic solvents, an important issue which is the focus of several studies. A suitable approach is the use of solventless synthesis which, as the name implies, reduces solvent toxicity by eliminating it from reaction. Mechanosynthesis (or milling) represents a rapid, scalable and non-toxic strategy for producing MOFs, as reported by James et al. [93] , in which ball bearings are placed into a stainless steel vessel with the reagents and a stoichiometric quantity of solvent. MOF synthesis proceeds following complete closure of the vessel and pulverisation of the reagents by thorough mixing. Given the nanoto microcrystalline nature of the resulting product, rapidly synthesised at room temperature (a standard liquid-assisted grinding reaction running at 30 Hz requires only 20 min), this approach can be considered relatively efficient [93] .
Sonochemical
A straightforward and productive approach, the sonochemical synthesis of MOFs can be performed by subjecting the reaction mixture to ultrasound waves at an intensity of 20 kHz to 10 MHz. Some benefits of this strategy include the lack of extra heat needed, a rapid reaction time and the generation of a monodispersed crystalline product, which is of value in membrane coating applications [94, 95] . Given that crystals are instantly produced within local solvent cavity regions of short life time (ms) and size in the range of ten of microns, sonochemical synthesis can be considered an appropriate method for the generation of nanoscale crystals [96] . Under a phenomenon termed cavitation, a region within which bubbles develop expands and collapses, the effective temperature can rise to as much as 5000 K with 1000 bar pressure [96] . Several examples of MOFs synthesised by a sonochemical approach at room temperature are MOF-5, MOF-177 and HKUST-1 [97, 98] . Fard et al. showed the synthesis of a 2D MOF [Pb 2 (N 3 )(NO 3 )L 2 ], (L = 8-hydroxy quinolate) in aqueous solution using a sonochemical strategy, after which the nanocrystals produced can be calcinated to 400 °C to generate nanosized PbO [99] .
Electrochemical synthesis
Although unsuitable for implementation on an industrial scale, electrochemical synthesis offers a different approach to the sonochemical process without the need for an external heat source. This strategy also does not require a base for deprotonation of acid, given that ions are produced by the reagents in solution. MOF membranes of high standard can be synthesised using this approach due to the well-dispersed coverage of scaffold it entails. Using direct nucleation on an anode surface with an EtOH-H 2 O solution and a copper mesh, which reacted with anions and thus did not require metal salt with calculable linker depletion, the synthesis of HKUST-1 was described by Joaristi et al. [100] . Process continuity and speed at ambient temperature are advantages of the direct nucleation approach, which is limited however by the disassociation of copper from the anodic scaffold and loss of film at the scaffold extremities [100] . Implementing an electrochemical process whereby 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (H 3 BTC) was dissolved in a 2:1 mix of ethanol and Milli-Q water under high temperature and pressure in an electrochemical cell, MIL-100(Fe) was first produced by Campagnol et al. in 2013 [101] . Both in the form of crystals and as deposits on pure iron substrates, MIL-100(Fe) was synthesised at temperatures ranging between 110 and 190°C and current densities of 2-20 mAm cm −2 using an Fe anode. With respect to HKUST-1, the HT-HP cell was shown to be applicable for the alteration of MOF crystal morphology. Research by Stassen et al. [102] , in which synthesis was initiated by heating a solution of BDC:HNO 3 :H 2 O:AA:DMF = 1:2:4:5/10/50:130 to 383 K, resulted in UiO-66 anodic/cathodic electrochemical film deposition on zirconium foil through the application of 80 mA at 383 K. Although a benefit of cathodic deposition includes broad substrate flexibility, better MOF adhesion on zirconium substrate was reported for anodic deposition.
MOFs as photocatalysts
With ever-increasing demands of energy and with fossil fuels becoming ever more diminished, solar energy represents an attractive alternative solution and a large body of research describes the harnessing and sequestering of energy from the sun. Several approaches to transform and store solar energy as chemical bonds have been proposed, including photochemical procedures such as the reduction of CO 2 and H 2 O splitting. The inherent ability of plants to trap sunlight and transform water and CO 2 to carbohydrates (a process termed photosynthesis) is the source of much inspiration for researchers in the field. The development of techniques to facilitate photochemical transformation has also been the subject of significant focus. Despite certain materials exhibiting the ability to split water by harnessing UV light [103] [104] [105] [106] , some restrictions on the use of the solar spectrum exist. It nonetheless remains of primary importance to formulate a stable, efficient and cost-effective approach that can convert solar energy by capitalising on the maximum solar spectrum.
The absorption of light by certain photoactive organic molecules causes them to undergo changes which normally cannot be facilitated under standard thermally activated conditions. Given that the large part of the spectrum is not used by organic compounds, which only absorb UV photons, their efficiency is suboptimal. Limitations related to solar spectrum absorption can be mitigated by the use of molecular dyes which can absorb low energy photons, giving rise to new photocatalytic reactions under visible light [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] . Three stages comprise the conversion of solar energy into useful chemical energy: the generation of charge-separated excited states by using a photosensitiser to absorb sunlight, the creation of redox equivalent and subsequent transfer to reactive sites and the presence of oxidation and reduction half reactions at catalytic centres. With the objective of merging photosensitiser and catalytic components into covalent bonded dimers, supramolecular structures or polymers [112] [113] [114] , several types of compounds have been generated; this approach has a high degree of complexity, however, in that the process is laborious and requires many steps, thus limiting it applicability.
As a novel category of organic-inorganic hybrid supramolecular structures, MOFs can function as photocatalysts for the main reason that they incorporate photosensitiser and catalytic functionality within one structure. The aforementioned three stages of photocatalysis are thus facilitated within one solid compound [115] . Through substitution of the standard photocatalyst which typically includes heavy metals, photoactive MOFs can function as superior photocatalysts by minimising contamination and can readily be recovered and reused due to their solid form, thus conferring fiscal benefits.
Hydrogen generation by MOFs
Given their significant potential for harvesting solar energy, research efforts in the past 10 years have been devoted to the production of compounds that can serve as photocatalysts for the production of H 2 from H 2 O, with several candidates having been described to this end. Catalytic activity has thus been reported for UiO-66, a simple MOF [116] with a photocatalytic water-splitting capacity which has been verified in a water-methanol system. The photocatalytic activity of this compound was shown to be increased by the introduction of platinum nanoparticles as a co-catalyst [117] , and the location of an amino group within the MOF structure was shown to create intense absorption (between 300 and 400 nm) with a marginal increase in catalytic activity [118] . Lin et al. described an MOF for hydrogen evolution comprising molecular phosphor as a structural unit in addition to platinum nanoparticles [119] . Given the reported success of using iridium-based photosensitisers, an iridium-based MOF was synthesised using bis(4-phenyl-2-pyridine)(5,5′-dicarboxylate)-2,2′-bipyridine)-Ir(III) chloride or bis(4-phenyl-2-pyridine)(5,5′-di(4-phenylcarboxylate)-2,2′-bipyridine)-iridium(III) chloride structural units with Zr 6 (O) 4 (OH) 4 SBUs. The resulting MOF exhibited superior stability in aqueous solution, and Pt nanoparticles were incorporated within the MOF spaces using in situ photoreduction of the Pt precursor. This type of MOF exhibits extremely high photocatalytic activity, probably attributable to readiness of electrons to transfer between platinum nanoparticles and Ir complexes.
Photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide on MOFs
Given its capacity for CO 2 reduction from the environment without the need to utilise solar energy, significant research focus has been turned to catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide. Several compounds such as semiconductors and metal-based zeolites have been recently described for the photocatalytic reduction of CO 2 [120] [121] [122] [123] . Lin et al. reported in 2011 the production of an MOF catalyst Zr 6 (μ 3 -O) 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 (bpdc) 5.83 (L 8 ) 0.17 (where bpdc = 5,5′-biphenyldicarboxylate and H 2 L 8 = Re(CO) 3 (5,5′-dcbpy)Cl) through the introduction of Re(CO) 3 (5,5′-dcbpy)Cl) into the UiO-67 backbone [124] . A well-characterised catalyst for CO 2 reduction, the insertion of Re(CO) 3 (5,5′-dcbpy)Cl) into UiO-67 demonstrated that catalyst addition did not influence the pXRD pattern, an effect most likely attributable to the comparable ligand lengths of Re(CO) 3 (5,5′-dcbpy)Cl) and bpdc. Following an evaluation of photocatalytic behaviour in CO 2 -saturated acetonitrile in the presence of triethyl amine as a sacrificial reducing agent, high efficiency in the photocatalytic reduction of CO 2 , represented by a turnover number of 10.9 over 12 h for selective reduction of CO 2 to CO, was demonstrated by the resulting MOF. This elevated catalytic activity, which inhibits the bimolecular catalytic decomposition pathway, can be attributed to site segregation in the Re(CO) 3 (5,5′-dcbpy)Cl) catalyst. The incorporation of Fe 2 (dcbdt)(CO) 6 into the UiO-66 framework by way of a post-synthetic exchange process was recently described by Ott et al. [125] . This process was evaluated by Energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDX) and found to exhibit 14% incorporation, with the emergent MOF significantly more efficient compared to the analogous ligand for photochemical reduction using ascorbic acid which represents the sacrificial electron donor. The stabilisation of catalyst within the framework was used to explain the elevated activity levels observed.
Photocatalytic applications of MOFs
Over the past 10 years, MOFs have been successfully established as a new, promising class of heterogeneous photocatalytic materials. The use of MOFs in the photocatalytically driven degradation of organic pollutants and NO x , antibacterial activity and generation of solar fuels and photoelectrochemical (PEC) energy highlights the impressive potential these materials possess [126] [127] [128] . Furthermore, there are several reported MOFs that have also been employed in the photocatalytic production of high-value chemicals under mild conditions. In these reports, the feasibility of fine tuning the MOF's energy band structure and surface functional group was proven. It is interesting to note that, although MOFs now stand on their own as a unique class of photocatalytic materials, they have been shown to be used as sacrificial precursors in the precisely controlled fabrication (phase, shape, morphology and porosity) of traditional semiconductor photocatalysts with greatly enhanced photocatalytic activity.
There are several excellent reviews that address the advances of MOFs in photodegradation of organic pollutants in wastewater [126, 129] , water splitting [126, 128] and photoreduction of CO 2 [126, 128] , where these materials' stability and light absorption properties are critically discussed. However, these reviews are limited in terms of delineating the design principle/ criteria and the photocatalytic working mechanism, both of which are central to the development of new MOF photocatalysts having desirable properties for realisation in future practical applications. Accordingly, this section seeks to (1) present the primary processes involved in general photocatalytic reactions as they relate to the specific electronic band structures of MOFs, and (2) exemplify the photocatalytic applications of MOFs that were designed to address these fundamental photocatalytic processes.
Fundamental processes of photocatalysis as related to MOFs
Similar to classic photocatalysis theory developed for traditional semiconductor photocatalytic materials (Figure 5) , MOF-based photocatalysis involves four fundamental processes of operation with additional distinct characteristics that can be intrinsically derived from their crystalline structure. These fundamental processes of operation, as they relate to MOF-based photocatalysis, are On the other hand, it is more suitable to use molecular orbital theory, in which the peak of occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecule orbital (LUMO) determine the so-called 'band gaps' of MOF photocatalysts [130] . As a result of the inorganic SBUs and organic linkers possessing distinct molecular orbitals, MOF photocatalysts often exhibit several discrete absorbance bands and the band with the lowest energy (longest wavelength) is used to define the band gaps. It is noted that LMCT effects are especially important for those MOFs that contain chromophore units originating at the organic linkers. Aside from determining the band gap energy, the energy positions of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are critical for understanding the pathways and reaction products in photocatalytic reactions involving MOFs. This is critical as the photo-generated holes and electrons possess the same energetic levels as the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of MOFs, respectively.
2.
Charge separation, transfer and transport processes: These processes, initiated and sustained through the absorption of excessive light energy, lead to positively and negatively charged excitons being separated and then transferred from the bulk to the surface of the photocatalyst. The efficiency of these processes decidedly relies on the type Figure 5 . The major processes in classic photocatalysis system [136] .
Semiconductor Photocatalysis -Materials, Mechanisms and Applicationsof material, the material's crystallinity, as well as its particle size. For instance, high charge mobility is commonly associated with highly crystalline semiconductor materials, in which oriented charge mobility is observed. Structural deficiency in inorganic photocatalysts lies in the presence of chromophore centres, which may also serve as recombination centres where charge carriers are trapped and quenched leading to significant energy loss through realised heat. Semiconductor nanocrystals with small particle sizes generally possess satisfactory charge transfer performance; however, if particles are too small, then recombination may occur due to improved surface defects.
3.
Surface reaction: Photo-generated charge carriers travel to the surface of the photocatalyst, in which they can be induced to participate in certain related chemical reactions or be collected by photoelectrodes in order to be passed to an external circuit. It is noted that the surface chemical reaction rate also influences the charge transition and transfer.
The first step in a typical photocatalytic reaction is surface adsorption followed by the photocatalytic redox of the adsorbents. Taking into consideration the structural uniqueness of MOFs (functionalisable), remarkable surface properties by MOF photocatalyts are expected and, in fact, have been demonstrated [131] [132] [133] . Indeed, Natarajan, et al. investigated the adsorption and the catalytical photodegradation behaviour of different dyes on three Cd-containing MOFs, namely Cd 2 (4,4′-bpy) 3 . In this report, the anionic (orange G, methyl orange) and cationic dyes (methylene blue, methyl violet and brilliant blue R) exhibited distinct surface adsorption capacity and photocatalytic activity. By analyzing the adsorption data using the Langmuir adsorption model, the authors reported that the anionic dyes (e.g., sulphonated) were significantly more adsorbed by Cd 2 (4,4′-bpy) 3 O in the dark with no apparent adsorption occurring for the non-cationic dyes. Furthermore, it was determined that the dye molecule adsorption did not lead to any structural changes in the cadmium thiosulfphte MOF materials, but rather weak electronic interactions were observed. The hydroxyl radicals play crucial roles in breaking down the anthraquinonic anionic dyes while surface-controlled N-de-ethylation reaction mechanism was proposed to explain the stepwise decomposition of cationic dyes through serials intermediates, where MLCT arisen from HOMO of filled d 10 orbitals of Cd and ligand-associated LUMO plays dominant roles. [135] .
Charge carrier recombination:
Charge carrier recombination is a process in which photogenerated electrons and holes will recombine and, as a result, release energy that was gained during excitation in the form of fluorescence or heat. The energy emitted during recombination can be captured and interpreted using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The recombination of charge carriers accounts for the largest energy loss in most photocatalytic and PEC systems and remains as one of the greatest challenges necessary to tackle. In general, the recombination of charge carriers occurs in both the bulk and surface of the photocatalyst; therefore, it is very important to study the bulk and surface recombination when sorting recombination. The recombination can be largely suppressed by decreasing the photocatalyst particle size or by applying an external energy bias. These methods have proven effective for both classical semiconductors as well as in MOF photocatalysts. It is noted that surface metallisation using noble metals has also been reported useful [131, [136] [137] [138] .
Extensive application of MOFs in photocatalysis
Photocatalytic decomposition of organic pollutants
The semiconducting behaviour was first proposed and observed on MOF-5 which displayed comparable specific activity (phenol decomposition per metal atom) to TiO 2 -P25 and ZnO in photodegration of phenol under UV illumination (125 W medium pressure Hg lamp) but the apparent mass photoactivity was weaker than TiO 2 and ZnO [139] . The photocatalytic phenol decomposition was proposed to follow the LMCT mechanism, in which photoexcited holes oxidise phenol to form phenol cation or phenol is oxidised by active oxygen species generated from photo-generated CB electrons inject to dissolved oxygen. Encouraged by the promising photocatalysis on MOF-5, a variety of UV-responsive MOFs have been developed and examined for photocatalytic decomposition of organic pollutants in water [129] . In these semiconducting MOFs, d-block and f-block metals, including Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Cd, Ti, Zr and Gd, are frequently applied, while the organic linkers are found determining their bandgap and photocatalytic activity due to the LMCT mechanism. Another important factor influencing the photocatalytic activity is the selective adsorption of organic pollutant compounds owing to the static electrical interaction or shape selectivity. of both molecules). Solid lines are the best fit to the experimental data obtained with a first-order exponential decay. Dotted straight lines show the initial degradation rates [136] .
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The microporous MOF-5 showed (Figure 6 ) an interesting reverse shape selectivity in photocatalytic decomposition of mixed solution of 2,6-di-tert-butylphenol (DTBP) and phenol(P). Under UV irradiation, the large DTBP molecule underwent faster photodegradation than small phenol molecule in the mixed solution, which was attributed to the phenol diffusing into the interior channels of MOF-5 and less exposure to light than DTBP which cannot diffuse into the MOF-5's micropores [140] .
The adsorption and photocatalytical degradation of different types of dyes on the MOFs containing similar Cd cluster vary along with the organic linkers. It was found the sulphonated anionic dyes were significantly adsorbed by Cd 2 (4,4′-bpy) 3 2 O in the dark, but the photodegradation performance was not examined. Despite these MOFs almost did not adsorb non-sulphonated cationic dyes (e.g., methylene blue, MB) [134] , they showed comparable activity to TiO 2 in the UV-driven photodegradation of non-sulphate dyes because of the complex photocatalysis mechanism involving active oxygen species arisen from bandgap excitation and dye photosensitisation. The same mechanism was also proposed in the X3B photodegradation on [Mn 3 (btc) 2 within 400-800 nm band region, besides the aforementioned complex mechanism (dye-sensitising and active oxygen species, Figure 7 ) [142] . In order to maximise the visible-light harvesting in solar spectrum, intensive efforts have been made to develop visible-light-responsive MOFs via various strategies, such as modifying metal nodes, functionalising organic linkers, using hybrid linkers as well as constructing composite photocatalysts [143] . Although the light absorption of MOF-5 may be extended to 400 nm, its visible-light-driven photocatalysis is negligible due to the large bandgap (~3.4 eV) but its bandgap may be reduced largely once the bdc linker is functionalised [144, 145] . Diverse visible-light-responsive and stable MOFs have recently been tested in photocatalytic reactions, particularly in dye decomposition.
The present investigated visible-light-responsive MOFs may be roughly categorised as follows [126-129, 146, 
Photocatalytic selective redox in organic synthesis
Normally, photocatalytic oxidation is a non-selective reaction on conventional inorganic photocatalyst because the photo-generated redox radical is non-selective. However, due to the tuneable HUMO and LUMO energy levels, LMCT effect, shape-selective adsorption and orientation of organic linkers, given proper design of structure and components of the MOF photocatalysts, they may enable selective oxidation of organic substrates under ambient conditions. Under UV irradiation and existence of a unique porous MOF having 3D structure, obtained from tin(IV)-porphyrin struts connected to Zn atoms and formats linking Sn IV centres [150] , 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene can be oxidised into 5-hydroxynaphthalene-1,4-Semiconductor Photocatalysis -Materials, Mechanisms and Applicationsdione, while different organic sulphides into organic sulphoxides rather than sulphones, respectively. In the both cases, the yield and selectivity are nearly 100%. In this MOF photocatalyst, the anchored tin(IV)-porphyrin serves as photoactive site and the tin(IV)-porphyrin itself is a proven photocatalyst for such reactions yet suffers from fast deactivation. However, the heterogeneous MOF showed remarkably higher product yield, selectivity and stability than the tin(IV)-porphyrin in homogeneous system. Upon visible light irradiation, the oxidation of aerobic amines was obtained using NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) as active photocatalysts and the photocatalyst was evidenced as stable catalyst in such photocatalytic reaction [132] . Photo-generated Ti are supposed to be involved in the reaction of amines transformation through a five-step redox mechanism. As shown in the schematic mechanism (Figure 8) , there are five steps for the photocatalytic oxidation of amines using NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) as photocatalyst. The first step shows the transformation of electron to Ti-O oxo-cluster to create Ti 3+ moiety. This step occurs upon the irradiation of the aminoterephthalic acid (ATA) ligand. In the second step, the obtained Ti . It should be noted that amines in the third step will able to provide electron followed by a deprotonation process to form the carbon-centered radical. In the fourth step, the aldehyde will be obtained by the interaction between the photo-generated carbon cantered radical and the .O 2 − . Finally (step 5), the nucleophilic attack on aldehydes through the unreacted amines will therefore yield the corresponding imines via dehydration step. Some other by-product such benzaldoximeis can be observed which occurs due to the reaction between carbon-centred radical and O 2 which then followed by a dehydration step [132] .
Entry
Similarly, the NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) and Ni-doped NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) photocatalysts can also transform aromatic alcohols to their corresponding aldehydes with almost absolute selectivity using O 2 as the oxidant under visible light irradiation [151] . As shown in Table 1 , Compared with the parent catalyst NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti), Ni-doped NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) significantly enhances the photocatalytic activity for the selective oxidation of aromatic alcohols. The photoelectrochemical characterisation results suggest that the doping of Ni nanoparticles into NH 2 -MIL-125(Ti) can improve the visible-light harvesting, charge separation and electron transport of the resultant catalyst, which lead to the enhanced photocatalytic activity. 
Photoelectrochemical application
It has recently evidenced that MOFs may be promising materials in photoelectrochemical catalysis or photoelectrochemical cells for enhanced solar energy conversion. The intrinsic properties of the MOFs, peculiarly the linkers, would endow interesting properties to the pure or hybridised MOFs.
As shown in Figure 9 (a), a metal oxide semiconductor supported on MOF core/shell heterostructure (e.g., ZnO@ZIF-8 nanorod) was ever effectively synthesised via a simple selftemplate method [151] . In such producer, ZnO nanorods do not act only as template but they provide Zn 2+ ions in order to obtain ZIF-8 [150] . In such method, the reaction temperature and the solvent compaction were found to play a significant role in order make ZnO@ZIF-8 heterostructures. It has observed that such obtained materials show a diverse photoelectrochemical response stewards these hole scavengers to hole scavengers. The reason behind such phenomena is the limitation of the aperture of the ZIF-8 shell, as shown Figure 9(b) , which is different from ZnO nanorod arrays. Such interesting properties enable the composite electrode to be successfully used for the H 2 O 2 detection, as shown in Figure 9 (c). Lee et al. fabricated Cu-based copper(II) benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate layer using a layer-bylayer (LBL) method, and applied as a light-absorbing layer in TiO 2 -based solar cells [152] . The TiO 2 -based solar cell fabricated was the first report using iodine-doped Cu-MOFs which act as active layer. The reported confirmed that the cell performance with J sc = 1.25 mA cm -2 and Eff = 0.26% using illumination of 1 sun radiation was obtained. On the other hand, the cell contains undoped MOF layer showed J sc = 0.05 mA cm -2 and Eff = 0.008%. The results showed that the iodine doping considerably reduces the charge-transfer resistance through the TiO 2 /MOF/electrolyte interface, as confirmed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The similar LBL was also applied by the same group to fabricate Ru-based MOFs photoelectrode for solar cell application [153] . They observed the similar phenomena as the Cu-MOF solar cell, confirming the I-doped Ru-MOF possesses enhanced light absorption, reduced charge recombination and higher charge conductivity which contribute to enhanced solar energy efficiency (Figure 10 ).
Photocatalytic oxidation of nitric oxide (NO) and antibacterial activity
It was reported that one-pot microwave synthesised Ag@NH 2 -MOP(Ti) exhibited excellent activity in visible-light-driven photocatalytic NO oxidisation, much higher than NH 2 -MOP(Ti) and twofold than on N-doped TiO 2 , as shown in Figure 11 . The supported Ag nanoparticles allowed assembly of NH 2 -MOP(Ti) polymer, favoured light absorbance via multiple reflections and facilitated photoelectrons transfer with inhibited recombination of photo-generated charge transporters, which lead to enhance the photocatalytic activity for NO oxidation. Besides the high activity, the Ag@NH 2 -MOP(Ti) also showed strong durability and could be used repetitively without significant decrease in activity (Figure 11(b) ). No obvious changes on the physicochemical properties and morphology of the samples after the cycled reaction were observed. The slight decrease of activity could be mainly attributed to the adsorption of HNO 3 product onto the photocatalyst. The Ag@NH 2 -MOP(Ti) was claimed to be able to photocatalytically inactivate bacteria, whereas it remains unclear if the bactericidal effects were induced by Ag or the MOF because Ag has intrinsic antibacterial function and the photocatalytically antibacterial activity was not examined. The research verifies the feasibility to apply pristine and composite MOFs for photocatalytic removal of gaseous pollutants which has not been well explored. 
Photocatalytic reduction of metal cations for metal recovery or detoxcity
Shi et al. confirmed that due to the direct excitation of Fe 3 -μ 3 -oxo clusters in the MIL-88B (Fe) MOFs, this material is a good candidate for the photocatalytic reduction of Cr(VI) using visible light irradiation [154] . It is clear that the amine-functionalised MIL-88B (Fe) MOFs display a better photocatalytic efficiency for the reduction of Cr(VI) under visible-light irradiation compared to MIL-88B (Fe). As proposed in Figure 12 , the direct excitation of Fe 3 -μ 3 -oxo clusters lead to excite the amine functionality in NH 2 -MIL-88B (Fe). In such phenomena, the electron will be then transferred to Fe 3 -μ 3 -oxo clusters, which is considered to be responsible for the enhancement of the reduction of Cr(VI) photocatalytically.
With proper design, a stable and active MOF as photocatalyst can be prepared. For example, Shen et al. synthesised Pd@UiO-66(NH 2 ) nanocomposite, on which highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles having a diameter size between 3 and 6 nm were immobilised into UiO-66(NH 2 ) using hydrothermal preparation method. Obtained Pd nanoparticles supported on UiO66 show an excellent photocatalytic activity for the reduction of Cr(VI) compared to unsupported Pd nanoparticles. The reason of such good activities can be attributed to the fact that the Pd nanoparticles were well dispersed in the surface of UiO66-NH 2 , which leads to improve the light harvesting and better efficient separation of the photo-generated electron-hole pairs [155] . Furthermore, Pd nanoparticles supported on UiO66-NH 2 could also be applied to photodegrade other types of organic pollutants such methylene blue (MB) and methyl orange (MO) with enhanced activity in the binary system. The synergetic effect between photocatalytic oxidation and reduction can be individually consumed photo-generated holes and electrons [156] . 
Perspectives
As emerging photocatalytic materials, semiconducting MOFs exhibited promising future and have attracted extensive research interest, whereas they face significant challenges for widespread application. In order to tackle these issues, great research efforts are necessary to put on:
1. Design the energy bandgap and band positions through tuning the metal or metal cluster nodes as well as target-directed design of the ligands.
2.
The incorporation of inorganic semiconductors, polymer semiconductors and surface metallisation may enrich the family of the MOFs photocatalysts with desirable performance because of their ability in fine tuning the energy alignment of the materials as well as the charge carrier transportation.
3.
Extend the photocatalytic application fields of MOF-based photocatalysts. Recovery of noble metals from metallurgy industries and heavy metal cations from wastewater or soil, the bactericidal applications and photocatalytic cleanup of indoor air are highly demanding and can be strong spur for the extended applications of MOFs. Artificial photosynthesis, including water splitting and photoreduction of CO 2 , represents an emerging and ever-fast increasing application of MOFs. The direct capture and photoreduction of CO 2 from air might be realisable in terms of the selective adsorption and the separated redox active sites of the MOFs, which enable the designed MOFs to mimic natural plants, for conducting light oxidation reaction on the external surface or shallow pores of MOFs yet reductive 'dark' reaction within the MOFs' channels. The photocatalytic selective redox in production of value-added advanced chemicals or pharmaceutical intermediates would open new and sustainable pace for MOFs' applications.
4.
Develop MOF-based photocatalysis devices, for example, MOF solar cells and photocatalytic-based sensors, where photoelectrochemical signals may be used to diagnose the specific chemical substrates.
5.
Develop and apply spectral and photoelectrochemical characterisation techniques, in particular transient characterisations, for precisely exploring the exact photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical catalysis mechanism.
6. Demonstrate the potentials of MOF-based photocatalysts at pilot scale. There are a large number of evidences to confirm the potentials of the photocatalytic applications of MOFs at laboratory-scale tests while the large-scale applications still are not convinced due to the high cost of MOFs and the suspicious stability of such complex inorganic-organic networks. The involvement of industrial partners and diverse stakeholders would be more persuasive to commercialise MOFs in the utilisation of planet-saving solar energy photocatalysis technologies.
The ever-increasing expansion and enormous progress of MOFs have been observed since the discovery of first MOFs. It is undoubted the MOFs would be an important class of alternative photocatalysts relative to the conventional inorganic semiconductor photoca-talysts, despite that various strategies still are under development and are verifying to tackle the present challenges associated with MOFs.
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